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QUESTION 1

An editable query has been created with the name triPeople - triRetired - Editable. The query designer wants to allow
the user to be able to unretire multiple records. When the designer goes to set the state in the editable query she does
not see the option to set this property. What could be the problem? 

A. The developer has not set the editable property to Yes. 

B. The query type has been set to Report. This type of query is not editable. 

C. There are no editable fields in the triRetired state so this state is excluded. 

D. The record has been set to be uneditable in the triRetired state, so an editable query cannot be created 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A Notification Helper Object needs to be associated to the people records to notify using which association string? 

A. Notify 

B. Route To 

C. Deliver To 

D. Notification For 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What does using a system keyword within an association filter allow a developer to do? 

A. Filter based on relationships to user input at runtime 

B. Filter based on a relationship to another query result set 

C. Dynamically change the record used as the basis for the association filter 

D. Overload the data type provided as the filter source for the association filter 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

When looking at a workflow instance, what does the green border around a task mean? 

A. The task was skipped. 
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B. The task is a critical task. 

C. The task is currently executing. 

D. The task completed successfully. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

When exporting an object migration package, what does the Wait option do? 

A. Stops the creation of the package 

B. Saves the package to a local drive 

C. Pauses the creation of the package 

D. Saves the package to the hosting server 

Correct Answer: B 
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